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Abstract—The multi-disciplinary nature of the design of cyber-physical systems makes it hard to gain insight in the system behaviour early in the design process. Our aim is to allow the designers to analyse the integration of system components as well as the behaviour of the complete system in an early stage. This is achieved by creating abstract component models and refining them throughout the design process. After every refinement cycle, the models can be co-simulated to analyse the behaviour of the system, supporting design decisions. The co-simulation is created based on existing standards such as HLA and FMI and uses a domain-specific language to construct a co-simulation automatically. This approach is illustrated using a case study which resembles a confidential industrial case.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of a cyber-physical system (CPS) is a complex multidisciplinary process. After the formulation of the requirements, a system architecture is defined with mechanical components, computing platforms, software components, etc. When integrated, these parts should together lead to a system that meets the requirements. Typically, however, the test and integration phase reveals many issues, leading to a lot of rework and project delays. To detect issues earlier in the development process, many methods for model-based control are proposed [11][9][8]. Our aim is to support an efficient and effective model-based method for CPSs that supports the industrial development process.

In this paper we focus on a method that uses co-simulation of models to analyse system behaviour in the early phases of development. Since multiple disciplines are involved, each one having its own modelling technology, the co-simulation of a number of different types of models has to be supported. The construction of such a co-simulation should be easy to allow fast design space exploration and industrial usage. Moreover, it should be possible to start with abstract models and gradually refine them into more detailed models, finally leading to a realisation in terms of hardware or code. The co-simulation should allow combinations of models at different levels of abstraction.

Our co-simulation technology is based on two standards. The Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) [3] aims for interoperability between models from different tools. The High-Level Architecture (HLA) [1] can be used to synchronise multiple simulations. The manual construction of a co-simulation using these standards is far from trivial and time consuming. Also adaptations after changes, e.g. in interfaces of components, take a considerable amount of time. Since this can be a blocking factor for industrial applications, we provide a high-level language, automating the construction of a co-simulation to a large extent. It allows developers to design components in their own modelling tools while still being able to construct a virtual prototype easily, thus supporting the concurrent development of these components.

The development of models of the components is an iterative process. Every development cycle adds more details or fixes issues from the previous version of the model, working towards a realisation of the component. For instance, an abstract model may only contain information on the movements of a component while a more detailed model might also describe the motor that is responsible for the movement. When the model is mature enough, the model may be realised into actual hardware or software.

Our approach is illustrated by the design of a small CPS in our lab which reflects the characteristics of a confidential industrial case we are working on. We show that a virtual prototype of the system can already be constructed during the early phases in the development process. We start with rather abstract models of the components until enough information is available to create a co-simulation to analyse the design. Next, the models are refined, adding more detail and obtaining more accurate simulation results. This allows for the design of system-level features using co-simulation. Finally, the models are realised into a real CPS.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II summarises related work. Section III explains the system that was designed, after which Section IV describes the design flow that was used as well as the interfaces between the models. Section V describes how the initial models for the design were created. Section VI provides the method that was used to create the co-simulation and Section VII describes how the design was refined using the co-simulation. We briefly explain the realisation of the system in Section VIII, round up with the results in Section IX and conclude in Section X.
II. RELATED WORK

For the creation of co-simulations based on the FMI standard, approaches have already been developed. The INTO-CPS [10] project provides a tool chain to construct co-simulations from sets of FMI compliant models. The INTO-CPS tool chain, however, relies on a specific set of tools and requires quite some meta-modelling in order to create a co-simulation. The use of an HLA implementation as master algorithm for FMI has been proposed in [2]. [19] describes a method to create an HLA wrapper for FMI. Also, [14] demonstrates an approach to automatically integrate FMUs into one HLA co-simulation. However, this approach also requires quite some meta-models to be created. These meta-models would need to be updated when the models are changed, which we intend to do frequently.

For the design of CPSs, tools and methodologies exist that tackle the challenges inherent in these systems [7]. [8] proposes a model based approach to deal with these challenges. A heterogeneous simulator, the Ptolemy framework, was proposed in [6]. The DESTECS project [16] deals with co-modelling, co-simulation and co-designing supervisory control models [4]. The TERRA tooling [12], provides for co-simulating real-time control models using FMI and CPS [5]. [18] proposes a method to generate simulatable models from multi-domain functional descriptions of systems.

III. CASE STUDY: SLIDERSETUP

A system which we call the SliderSetup serves as case study throughout this paper to illustrate our methodology. The SliderSetup consists of two independent axes, each having a slider – encircled in blue in Figure 1 – that can be moved along its axis. One axis is located at the bottom while the other is positioned on top. A thread coil can be attached on each of these sliders. The goal of the SliderSetup is to unwind the threads from one of the coils onto the other coil by letting the sliders orbit around each other without colliding. From this behaviour, the following requirements are specified.

1) The system is capable of (un)winding the thread coil at a minimum speed of 2 rotations per second.
2) The components of the system may not collide.

The SliderSetup consists of six components, which are displayed in the component architecture in Figure 2. Each slider is moved by a motor which is controlled by its own controller. These controllers are controlled by a supervisory controller. The supervisory controller receives its input from management software that is used by the user to control the behaviour of the system, such as moving the sliders to specified positions.

For the development of the SliderSetup, the collaboration of different disciplines is required. Both the management software and supervisory controller are developed by the software engineers, while the controllers and physical sliders are developed by the mechatronic engineers.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

For the development of the SliderSetup, the design method outlined in [4] is used. Figure 3 shows an overview of this design flow. When using this design flow, three parts are required: the plant dynamics, the control laws and the embedded control software (ECS). These three parts correspond with the components displayed in Figure 2.

A. Plant dynamics

Based on the speed requirements for SliderSetup, a belt was chosen to actuate the slider. This belt is driven by an electromotor, which is selected based on two factors. First, the velocity requirement of the slider requires a certain amount of torque. Secondly the motor should be easily controlled using available motor drivers. The selected motor and driver combination should be driven by a voltage and can be enabled and disabled. The sensor on the slider senses the position of the slider in a way that yet has to be determined. This results in the plant model having two inputs: a voltage and an enable
signal; and a single output: a sensor value representing the position. These are all connected to the controller.

B. Control laws

The control law of the system is largely based on the plant dynamics. Depending on the application, a certain control mode needs to be implemented. For the SliderSetup the decision was made to implement three different control modes:

- A fast control mode using linear control.
- A controlled move using a motion profile.
- A constant velocity mode.

These three modes require different inputs from the supervisory controller, which are converged into one set of attributes: a mode selector, a set-point input – either velocity or position – and a duration for the controlled move. Furthermore the controller outputs an estimated position of the slider to the supervisory controller.

C. Embedded control software

The initial design of the ECS is purely based on the inputs and outputs of the controller to which it is connected. It is designed to control two axes and supports default sequences of actions that should be executed, such as setting values for the setpoints and modes of the axes. The management software is ignored at this stage, since it is not part of the core functionality of the SliderSetup itself. Only when this functionality is sufficiently developed, this software is added.

VI. CO-SIMULATION

This section briefly outlines the standards and techniques that are used for the construction of co-simulations.

A. Functional Mock-up Interface

Our methodology is primarily based on the use of the Functional Mock-up Interface [3] as default model format. The FMI is a standard interface that can be used for model exchange and model simulation by other tools. Consequently, the FMI standard is very suitable for co-simulation, although it still requires some master algorithm to synchronise time and attributes between the models participating in the co-simulation. The standard is widely supported by modelling tools such as 20-sim, Modelica and Simulink.

B. High-Level Architecture

The High-Level Architecture [1] is a standard for co-simulation of models from different tools. It describes a software interface that participating models should comply to as well as a set of rules that ensure proper simulation behaviour. An implementation of HLA includes a Run-Time Infrastructure (RTI) that coordinates the co-simulation. Within HLA, a co-simulation is called a federation while a single simulation is called a federate. Every co-simulation – including models and their attributes – is described in a configuration XML. Different implementations of HLA are available, both commercial and open source.

C. CoHLA

Our methodology entails many small changes to the component models during the development process. Since HLA requires wrappers for the models to communicate with the RTI, these wrappers are changed frequently. Also, the configuration XML has to be adapted upon every change in a model.

Configuring HLA (CoHLA) is an open source Domain Specific Language (DSL) that was introduced in [13]. CoHLA allows the user to easily specify a co-simulation of different models. From such a co-simulation specification, the previously mentioned wrappers and configuration files are generated, enabling the automatic construction of a co-simulation. CoHLA allows the user to specify federate classes for the

\[1\text{https://www.20sim.com/}\]

\[2\text{https://www.openmodelica.org/}\]

\[3\text{https://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink.html}\]

\[4\text{https://github.com/phpnerd/cohla}\]
models in terms of input and output attributes. Listing 1 displays an example of such a federate class specification.

```
1 | FederateClass Axis {  
2 |   Type FMU  
3 |   Attributes {  
4 |     Input Boolean enable  
5 |     Input Real voltage  
6 |     Output Real encoder  
7 |     Output Real position  
8 |   }  
9 | DefaultModel "SliderAxis.fmu"  
10 }  
```

Listing 1. Federate class specification in CoHLA.

Listing 2 shows a small example of a co-simulation definition in CoHLA. A co-simulation is defined as a set of model instances of classes that have been specified previously, together with a set of connections that specify how the attributes from these models are connected to each other. For convenience, the displayed definition is only a subset of the instances in the SliderSetup.

```
1 | Federation SliderSetup {  
2 |   Instances {  
3 |     bAxis : Axis  
4 |     bController : Controller  
5 |     svc : SuperVisoryController  
6 |   }  
7 |   Connections {  
8 |     ( bController.encoder <- bAxis.encoder )  
9 |     ( bAxis.voltage <- bController.voltage )  
10 |     ( svc.b_pos <- bController.encoder )  
11 |     ( bAxis.enable <- svc.bottomEnable )  
12 |     ( bController.mode <- svc.b_mode )  
13 |     ( bController.setpoint <- svc.b_setpoint )  
14 |   }  
15 }  
```

Listing 2. Co-simulation definition in CoHLA.

From such specifications, all the necessary code for an HLA co-simulation is generated. The generated code includes a wrapper for each of the models, configuration files and a runscript to easily start the co-simulation. Currently, there is support for the open source RTI called OpenRTI, POOSL models and models compliant with the FMI standard. CoHLA also adds support for logging, design space exploration, fault injection and collision detection using 3D models.

Since CoHLA makes the construction of a co-simulation fast and easy, it stimulates the use of co-simulations at all levels of abstraction. This provides feedback on design decisions and early detection of integration issues.

D. CoHLA co-simulation of SliderSetup

To create a co-simulation of the SliderSetup using CoHLA, we have specified federate classes for all component models described in Section IV. These federate class specifications are similar to the specification displayed in Listing 1. From these class specifications, a co-simulation definition is created that is similar to Listing 2. The co-simulation consists of two axis simulations, two controller simulations and one supervisory controller. We also added a logger to be able to review the simulation execution afterwards and a collision detector federate to verify that the axes do not collide with each other.

This co-simulation is executed using our initial set of abstract models. Based on the results of the co-simulation, we move on to the next step – refining the models – which is described in Section VII.

VII. SYSTEM REFINEMENT

With the co-simulation it is possible to simulate the complete system using the abstract models. This system-level simulation can analyse behaviour of the system and can be used for designing system-level features. Given that these features are implemented in multiple components of the system, they require a simulation of the complete system to analyse their functionality. The benefits of being able to simulate in this early stage of the system development are illustrated in this section.

A. System level analysis

The models described in Section V correspond to the second stage of the design flow illustrated in Figure 3. Traditional co-simulation methods would require a merge of all software models into a single model or an implementation of the control software, which corresponds to the third stage of the design flow. Our approach allows the co-simulation of the separate software and controller models from the current stage. Thus, the interaction between the different parts of the system can be analysed in an earlier stage of the development.

The early detection of issues was also observed in the SliderSetup. As mentioned, the motion controller has multiple modes of movement: a fast travel, a controlled travel, and a speed mode. During early system-level analysis, the system would sometimes not respond to a controlled move. Simulation showed that when the controller changed mode and setpoint at the same time, or the setpoint before the mode change, that the mode change would not be processed correctly, resulting in a very slow movement, or no movement at all.

Due to the early detection, the supervisory control could be changed to always change the mode before changing the setpoint. If this error was only detected later in the design process we expect it to take more effort to change the control structure to guarantee this timing.

B. Feature co-design

Adding more detail or new features to the system may require changes in multiple sub-systems. When these changes are implemented using the co-modelling approach as posed in [15], the updated components can be co-simulated to validate the new feature. This allows for a shorter feedback loop on the consequences of the change.

An example of this process is the design of the sensor system for the SliderSetup. The sensor available on the motor of the setup is an absolute rotation sensor. However, as the motor turns multiple times during the slider movement, the position of the slider carriage is not exactly known. Thus it was decided to implement a limit switch on one side of each axis. Consequently, when the carriage hits the limit switch, its position is known.

https://sourceforge.net/projects/openrti/
To implement this, all sub-models required changing. The switch itself was added to the plant model, as well as the aliasing/modulus behaviour of the motor position sensor. This also scaled the signal of the position to be in rotations instead of in distances. In the controller, the new sensor value needed to be interpreted correctly. This included scaling the value, “unwrapping” the motor aliasing, and the processing of the limit switch. It also required an extra connection between the controller and the plant model. In the supervisory controller, initialisation behaviour needed to be implemented. An axis should be initialised before it is used, by moving to the limit switch slowly until it is touched.

After adapting these changes in the models, the updated system could be analysed using the co-simulation. This allows the initialisation procedure to be tested, thus validating the new homing behaviour. Furthermore this validation showed a flaw in the implementation of the control laws, as the correction of the position due to the limit switch was interpreted as a large change in position, and thus in velocity. This change resulted in an (in)appropriate correction by the controller. While this was not a problem in the simulation, this could have been damaging when testing on the real hardware. In this case the flaw was detected quickly and could be fixed appropriately.

VIII. REALISATION

From the last set of models that is co-simulated, the step towards realisation is small, since these models already contain a lot of details. The physical SliderSetup is built using rapid prototyping techniques based on the 3D models, which have also been used for the collision detection. For the motors and driver electronics a Raspberry Pi 3 is used in combination with a driver board that is capable of driving both motors and interfacing with the sensors. IO drivers for this board are already implemented in a Yocto Project image for the Raspberry Pi 3. It also functions as the embedded computer. The other component models are implemented together as one software component that runs on the embedded board.

The embedded software consists of two parts, each matching one of the models. Since 20-sim is able to generate C++ code from a model, this will be used to generate the code for the control loop. The remainder of the software consists of a JSON socket interface that interacts with the control loop together with the hardware interface. This software must be developed manually as there is no direct model to code transformation available.

This is, however, not difficult, as the POOSL model already shows the structure of the software. The logic itself is basically a one-to-one translation from POOSL to C++, which is quite simple and might even be automated in the future. Implementation of the software can be split up into three steps.

1) Implementation of the interface to the management software. This can be tested without requiring the embedded board.

2) Implementation of the control loops. This requires the software to be tested on the Raspberry Pi instead of testing it on the development system.

3) Implementation of the interface to the hardware components. This step requires all hardware to be in place to properly test all software functionality.

After assembly of the system and installation of software, the system was up and running. The resulting system is shown in Figure 1.

IX. RESULTS

The realised system functions as expected and can be controlled using the management software that is connected to the embedded board. The system initialises correctly and moves with sufficient velocity, meeting the first requirement. The initialisation procedure is chosen to minimise the chance of having the two axes collide. This behaviour was verified using the collision simulator, meeting the second requirement.

As a result of the design flow that was used, a set of models with different levels of detail has been developed. An overview of these different iterations of models is shown in Table I, showing the stages of the design flow, the features and details added, and how the models have been simulated (individually or as co-simulation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Added features or details</th>
<th>Simulatability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Kinematics of sliders</td>
<td>Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>Motor dynamics, control law</td>
<td>Co-simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>Sensors, initialisation</td>
<td>Co-simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Code implementation, IO drivers</td>
<td>Runnable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hardware implementation</td>
<td>Physical setup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

AN OVERVIEW OF THE DIFFERENT STAGES IN THE DESIGN FLOW.

The results of the simulations of the stages have been compared to each other and to the real motion of the system. This comparison is presented in Figure 4, showing the response of the SliderSetup based on a step input of 5 cm. The ideal motion is based on the velocity required to meet the first requirement. It is assumed that the system accelerates to and decelerates from this velocity instantly. When the motor dynamics have been added (stage 2a) the system responds slower then expected. After the sensor processing is added to the system (stage 2b), the controller of the system is tuned to reach the fast motion again.

Although the physical SliderSetup has a slight overshoot, it responds to the setpoint change sufficiently fast. The difference between stage 2b and the physical setup is due to a parameter mismatch between the simulated plant dynamics and the real plant. To reduce this mismatch, the physical plant could be measured to identify its parameter values, which could be used to improve the simulation accuracy. Since we only intend to illustrate the method, this step is left out of the example.

The realisation of the software is rather straightforward. The software structure is already defined in the POOSL model and after each of the three steps specified in Section VIII a working piece of software could be tested. Throughout

https://www.yoctoproject.org/
the implementation, testing of the software requires more hardware components to be connected, which fits in the development process. Because of the hardware that is required, the simulatability of the software is then noted as 'Runnable' in Table I. Due to the fact that the implemented software has the same connections and functionality as the model of the software, the realised system behaves as could be expected from the co-simulations that were executed during the design process.

X. Conclusion

In this paper we have shown how co-simulation and multilevel component modelling support the design of a cyber-physical system. Being able to simulate the models on system-level in an early stage of the development provides the opportunity to detect potential integration issues in both the field of hardware and software. Consequently, it requires less effort to address these issues compared to when they are detected in later stages. This would be the case when more traditional co-simulations approaches are used.

We illustrated this by developing a CPS using this approach. Here, we built a virtual prototype in an early stage of development, which allowed us to tackle some integration issues early. The approach also facilitates the concurrent development of component models. Once an interface between the components has been defined, our approach makes it easy to simulate them together, allowing the models to be developed rather independently from each other.

After having realised the system, we found that the behaviour as simulated by the models was accurate enough to make design decisions during the development process.

For future work it is interesting to improve the way the software model is implemented. Although some parts of the software were already generated, some implementation work was done manually, that might have been synthesised by using code generation. The system level behaviour was now analysed using manual evaluation of the simulation results.

Future research could determine methods to automatically analyse and test system behaviour.
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